ENVIA MITTELDEUTSCHE ENERGIE AG
BUNDLING ALL PURCHASING PROCESSES
IN A SINGLE SOFTWARE SOLUTION
QUICK FACTS

“With SAP SRM 7.01, we can now handle
standard purchasing processes even
more reliably and at a high frequency.
The software is so powerful and flexible
that we can also offer other companies
related purchasing services and will be
able to expand this service in a more
targeted way in the future.”
Dr. Gert Pfeilschmidt, Purchasing/Logistics
Director, envia Mitteldeutsche Energie AG

Company
• Name: envia Mitteldeutsche Energie AG
• Location: Chemnitz, Germany
• Industry: Utilities
• Products and services:
Energy-related products and services,
as well as infrastructure
• Revenue: €2.98 billion
• Employees: 2,425
(2010, including trainees)
• Web site: www.enviam.de
Key Challenges
• Perform smooth, timely upgrade to
SAP® Supplier Relationship Management
(SAP SRM) application, release 7.01
• Provide rapid feedback from the
SAP Ramp-Up program, enabling
SAP to incorporate suggestions in the
enhancement package for SAP SRM
• Train more than 200 employees and
numerous customers
Objectives
• Modernize the supplier relationship
management platform
• Decommission monolithic applications
requiring expert maintenance
SAP Solutions and Services
• SAP ERP application
• SAP SRM
• SAP Ramp-Up

SAP Customer Success Story
Utilities

Implementation Highlights
Participation in SAP Ramp-Up, leading to
adoption by SAP of suggested improvements
Why SAP
• Close integration of the SAP ERP and
SAP SRM applications
• Good experience with using previous
versions of SAP SRM
Beneﬁts
• Optimization of procurement costs
• Consolidation of purchasing processes
for standardized products and services
(for the construction of electricity, gas,
district heating, and water lines) as well
as “C items” on a single platform
• Availability of auction function for selected
purchasing transactions
• SAP SRM access for cooperation partners
and third-party customers
• Time savings in the negotiation process
with bidders
• Reduction in stocks through direct delivery to
the construction site, or “desktop delivery”
• Optimization of capital commitment
Existing System Landscape
• SAP ERP
• SAP SRM
Integration of Non-SAP Products
• “topas” planning tool for construction
• Catalog configurators
• Oracle Solaris operating system

envia Mitteldeutsche Energie AG (enviaM), located in Chemnitz, is
the leading regional energy provider in Germany’s eastern federal
states. The company supplies around 1.35 million customers in the
region with electricity, gas, heating, water, and energy-related services.
For 10 years, enviaM had been using the SAP® Supplier Relationship Management (SAP SRM) application to handle its purchasing
processes. Upgrading to the most recent version has resulted in
even greater optimization of processes and costs in procurement.

As the leading utility company in
the eastern states of Germany, envia
Mitteldeutsche Energie AG (enviaM)
offers customers in Brandenburg,
Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, and Thuringia
a comprehensive range of products
and services for electricity, gas, heating,
water, and energy-related services.
Within the corporate group it belongs
to, enviaM has a coordinating and
controlling role as the parent company.
Shareholders include RWE AG with
58.54% ownership, and around 700
east Germany municipalities that together
own 41.46%. enviaM itself has interests
in 52 other companies, including 24
municipal utility companies. These
interests are an important factor in
creating value.
Since 2001 enviaM has been using
SAP SRM to procure items such as
office materials, tools, occupational
safety equipment, and IT and electronic
products. In addition, the company
has used the SAP application to place

purchase orders with builders of plants
for electricity, gas, district heating, and
water. The application’s e-procurement
software provides purchasing department staff with access to more than
100 electronic catalogs with ranges
of products and services. “Based on
new functions in SAP SRM 7.01, particularly those relating to the distributed
award of tenders and auction, we quickly decided to take part in the ramp-up
program for the enhancement package
for SAP SRM 7.0, in order to switch
to the most up-to-date technology,”
says Holger Lengfeld, purchasing service department manager at enviaM.
For the ramp-up phase, SAP provided
enviaM with an experienced coach who
gave intensive support for the implementation and adjustment of the new
software. “We really can advise every
SAP customer to take part in a ramp-up
program. The customer has the advantage of testing new product functions
and providing SAP with feedback on

the practical use of these functions.
With this information from the customer,
individual application functions can be
changed or added during the project.
We would certainly use a ramp-up
program again, as we are convinced
of the benefits,” says Udo Küttner, eprocurement/e-portal project manager
for enviaM’s purchasing service.

500 Bid Invitations in Three Months
In the first 90 days following the upgrade
to the new version of SAP SRM, the
company was able to process 500 bid
invitations without any initial difficulties.
The functions suggested by enviaM
included the transfer to SAP SRM of
requirement tracking numbers created
by the SAP ERP application, and the
addition of templates. Search fields
for quote IDs and vendor numbers
were also implemented.
The newly upgraded SAP SRM application offers numerous functions that
benefit the energy provider’s buyers
in their day-to-day work. For example,
the use of new auction types and the
distributed award of tenders within service lines are now possible. In this case,
several vendors bid for individual items
that are part of a complex service project. “Around 70% of our purchasing
volume consists of services, and bids
are invited for more than 90% of this
volume,” says Küttner.
The purchasing experts at enviaM are
particularly interested in the new soft-

“Both our colleagues and our external customers are getting on very well
with the solution. Our suppliers include large companies with their own
purchasing specialists, and small and medium-size enterprises to whom
we offer support relating to the software and purchasing processes. The
platform has been very well received.”

Holger Lengfeld, Purchasing Service Department Manager, envia Mitteldeutsche Energie AG

ware’s function for “Dutch auctions.”
Here, the auction system automatically
increases the price in previously defined
steps. Bidders confirm their bids at the
price acceptable to them. The starting
point for the auction is a requirement
coverage request in SAP ERP. The
request is converted to a bid invitation
in SAP SRM by the buyer. At the end
of the auction, the purchase order is
automatically triggered in SAP ERP and
an XML document containing all the
required information is sent to the relevant bidder. “We will be using this function a great deal in the future. We are
therefore very pleased that SAP SRM
already offers this auction type,” says
Lengfeld.
The bid invitation overview in the new
version of the software is also very
useful. This overview maps the entire
history of a bid invitation, including the
quote and all related changes and additions. As a result, bidder and buyer can
view all the key data at all times in an
audit-compliant manner.

Satisfied Customers and
Optimized Inventory
One particular SAP SRM feature run
by enviaM is the multiclient functionality:
The energy provider makes the solution
available to cooperation partners, associated companies, and municipal utility
companies as a user-friendly purchasing option, so that they can obtain
energy-related products and services
in a cost-efficient way. Municipal pro-

viders in particular like to purchase
items from electricity, gas, and energyrelated product divisions. From a technical point of view, the municipal utility
companies’ SAP ERP software connects
to enviaM’s SAP SRM application as
clients via an interface.
“Thanks to the flexible SAP SRM application, our partners can electronically
access all the available catalogs and
make their procurements cost efficiently.
The complete process, from ordering
and picking through to billing, runs via
our SAP ERP,” says logistics and warehouse management department manager Franz Werner Schulze-Sandow.
The flexibility of combining SAP ERP
with SAP SRM enables enviaM to
continuously optimize stock maintenance. Only the standardized target
products are now kept in stock. “In
this way, we have been able to reduce
our warehouse stock from more than
6,500 to just 1,000 items. The lower
capital commitment is a huge bonus
for us,” says Schulze-Sandow.
Once access by 25 municipal utility
companies has proved effective in
practice, enviaM will expand the offering in the future and connect further
partners to the SAP SRM application.
The company is currently implementing
solutions that are further adapted to the
requirements of energy, gas, and water
providers. For example, through its IT
subsidiary GISA GmbH Halle, enviaM
also provides applications services.

High Value Thanks to Ease of Use
The ease with which the upgraded
SAP SRM application can be used is
the decisive factor in its acceptance
by employees and external partners.
“Both our colleagues and our external
customers and suppliers are getting
on very well with the solution,” states
Lengfeld. “Our suppliers include large
companies with their own purchasing
specialists, and small and medium-size
enterprises to which we offer support
relating to the software and purchasing
processes. The platform has been very
well received.”
Training was provided in two stages.
First, 200 selected internal and external
users were given training in the new
SAP SRM functions. The trained users
then acted as “multipliers” in their areas
and companies and passed their knowledge on to another 600 users. The
changeover and the startup phase ran
smoothly and efficiently, according to
Küttner.
External partners and providers receive
telephone support and are provided
with information about new developments at an annual event for suppliers.
“On the one hand, the system’s userfriendliness is a help to customers and
suppliers. On the other, we restrict the
functions available on the screen by
means of authorization functions for
individual user groups, ensuring the
software can be used with confidence,”
says Küttner.

www.sap.com /contactsap

Systematic Use of Technology in
the Future
As the practical experiences with
SAP SRM were extremely positive,
enviaM will handle even more bid
invitations digitally with SAP SRM
7.01 in the future. The auction function
will also be used more intensively.
“With SAP SRM and its functions, we
save a lot of time in business operations,
which enables us to invest more in
strategic areas such as vendor selection and development,” says Dr. Gert
Pfeilschmidt, purchasing and logistics
director at enviaM.
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